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P R O C E E D I N G S1

1:02 p.m.2

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  All right.  Good3

afternoon.  Thank you all for attending.  My name is4

Ronald Spritzer.  I'm an administrative judge with the5

Atomic Safety Licensing Board for this case.  I'm the6

Chairman of the Board.  7

We are here today to conduct a Limited8

Appearance Session in this case.  The case name is In9

the Matter of Detroit Edison Company.  It concerns the10

proposed Fermi Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 3.  And the11

NRC's docket number for this case is 52-033-COL.12

Let me describe briefly what a Limited13

Appearance Session is.  It is an opportunity for14

members of the public who are not parties to the case15

we're hearing at the moment to present their views,16

both generally but more specifically, on the issues we17

are going to be hearing at the evidentiary hearing.18

That hearing starts tomorrow.  It will be in the, I19

believe it's the county courthouse, Monroe County20

Courthouse's board meeting room at 125 East Second21

Street.  Everyone here is welcome to attend if you're22

interested.23

That session, however, will be more like24

a traditional trial.  That is, we will be hearing25
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witnesses and considering evidence, asking questions1

of witnesses.  That is not a public participation2

session.  It is limited to the parties to the case3

that we're deciding.  This is the opportunity for4

members of the public who have an interest in the case5

to have their, express their views.  So it's limited6

to people who are not actually parties to the case.7

As I said, that hearing will start8

tomorrow starting at 9:30.  And it will continue9

through Friday, if necessary.  It may finish on10

Thursday, but it's also possible it will continue on11

through Friday.12

And I'll tell you in a moment what the13

issues in that case are.  Before I do that, however,14

let me give the other two judges who are here with me15

the opportunity to introduce themselves.  We start on16

my right. 17

JUDGE BARATTA:  Okay.  I'm Judge Anthony18

Baratta.  I'm the Associate Chief Administrative Judge19

with the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.  I've been20

on the panel for about ten years, and I have a21

background in nuclear engineering. 22

JUDGE CHARBENEAU:  I'm Randy Charbeneau.23

I'm a part-time administrative judge with the Atomic24

Safety and Licensing Board.  I was born and raised in25
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Ann Arbor, and I have a degree in civil engineering1

from the University of Michigan and additional degrees2

from Oregon State University and Stanford University.3

Since 1978, I've been on the faculty at4

the University of Texas in Austin.  And, currently,5

I'm additional the Assistant Vice Chancellor for6

Research with University of Texas System, and I've7

been with the Licensing Board since 2008.8

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  And as I said, my name9

is Ron Spritzer.  I'm an attorney.  I graduated law10

school in 1981.  I spent most of my legal career in11

the Justice Department in the Environment and Natural12

Resources Division, and I joined the NRC as an13

administrative judge approximately five years ago.14

Let me tell you what the two issues that15

we're going to be hearing about at our evidentiary16

hearing are.  The issues, the first issue concerns the17

adequacy of a document called an Environmental Impact18

Statement that is prepared by the Nuclear Regulatory19

Commission staff and, in particular, the adequacy of20

its discussion, its analysis of impacts to a21

threatened species, a species listed as threatened22

under Michigan law called the eastern fox snake.  23

The second issue we're going to be hearing24

evidence about is the alleged deficiencies in the25
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quality assurance program that Detroit Edison, now1

known as DTE, implemented, particularly in the pre-2

application phase, that is the period while it was3

doing investigation but before it actually submitted4

the license application to the NRC.  We're going to be5

hearing evidence and testimony about those alleged6

inadequacies and whether they have been remedied to7

the satisfaction or in a matter such that the NRC can8

reasonably rely on the safety-related information9

presented in the application.10

By the way, the other people who are here11

with us today, we have a court reporter.  I don't know12

if you can see him, but he's actually seated in the13

corner over there.  He will be taking down the14

statements that are made here.  The purpose of that is15

so we can, so we'll have a written record we can look16

at if we want to refresh our memory about what people17

told us here today.  18

And one of our law clerks, Mr. Zogby, is19

seated down at the bottom.  He'll be holding up -- so20

we hear from everybody, we want to limit each21

statement to five minutes.  He'll be holding up a22

warning sign, I believe, at three minutes and then at23

one minute and then, finally, at the end, a stop sign.24

So please pay attention to his signs.  We're not sure25
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how many, right now it seems like we have enough time1

available to hear from everybody who has indicated an2

interest in speaking.  So we'll try and give you a3

little flexibility, but, to the extent you can, please4

try and keep within our time limits so we get a chance5

to hear from everybody.6

Finally, before we get started, a couple7

of other things, housekeeping matters I need to go8

over.  Before I do that, let me just explain briefly9

who we are, what we are.  10

The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board11

panel is a group of independent judges within the12

Nuclear Regulatory Commission.  That is, we are13

employees of the NRC, but we make decisions that are14

independent of other parts of the agency.  We are not15

part of what is generally known as the NRC staff.16

Those are the people that do most of the day-to-day17

work of the agency, including, most relevant here,18

processing the license application that was submitted19

by DTE to build, to construct and operate the Fermi20

Unit 3.  21

So we are not part of the NRC staff.  We22

are given the authority by the Commission to make23

decisions, the best decisions we can, whether they are24

consistent with the staff's views or the views of any25
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other party to the case or not.1

And, in general, our cases, although we2

have different rules than you would see in a state or3

federal court, we generally conduct evidentiary4

hearings that are something like trials.  They're5

different in some respects, as you'll see if you come6

tomorrow.  The judges do most of the questioning,7

rather than having lawyers do direct and cross-8

examination.9

So our procedures are somewhat different.10

But we are, in essence, a trial type, we conduct,11

essentially, trial type proceedings.12

In terms of our rules for the proceeding13

here today, of course, the usual warning about please14

turn off all cell phones and other electronic devices15

that make noise.  No food or drink is permitted here.16

By the way, I should thank the Community17

College for making this great facility available to18

us.  We don't have, the NRC does not have a facility19

in Monroe, Michigan or nearby, so we depend on local20

organizations to make facilities available to us.  And21

we're very grateful for the opportunity to have this22

hearing in this excellent facility.23

In terms of the order of speakers, I'm24

going to start with the public officials who have25
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registered to speak.  We generally try and pay them1

that courtesy, allowing them to speak first.  We will2

then move on to the other people who have pre-3

registered, that have sent us by email or otherwise an4

indication that they wanted to speak.  But we also5

have slots available for people who did not pre-6

register, so we're going to include as many of those7

as we have time for.  And so far, it looks like8

everyone that's asked to speak will get a chance to do9

so.10

When you do come up to the podium, even11

though I will call your name, hopefully, please say12

your name again and spell it for the benefit of the13

gentleman over here, the court reporter.  This is not14

a question and answer session for the Board.  It's not15

appropriate for us, since we're about to have an16

evidentiary hearing starting tomorrow, to be stating17

our views on the case before we've heard the evidence.18

So please don't ask us questions.  And the fact that19

we don't ask you questions, or at least we're not20

likely to, don't interpret that as lack of interest.21

It's simply that we want to keep the proceeding moving22

on and make sure everybody that's interested gets a23

chance to speak.24

A few other obvious rules.  Please, no25
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talking or other noise making while other people are1

speaking.  Show them the same courtesy you'd like for2

yourself.  Unless either of my colleagues have3

anything else to add, we'll go ahead and get started4

then. 5

Hearing no takers, why don't we start with6

the Honorable Mayor Robert E. Clark from the City of7

Monroe.  Good afternoon, Mayor Clark. 8

HON. CLARK:  Good afternoon.  Robert9

Clark, C-L-A-R-K.  Well, good afternoon again.  I am10

Bob Clark.  I'm the Mayor of the City of Monroe.  And11

I want to thank you for this opportunity to offer my12

brief comments to the DT Energy's proposed new Fermi13

unit.14

I, in the City of Monroe, have long been15

on the record in support of the proposed new unit at16

Fermi.  I've had the privilege of making comments at17

the NRC's Environmental Impact Statement in December18

of 2011, so I'm glad to be back here yet again today.19

While the economic benefits are important20

to the city and all the Monroe region with the21

resulting positive impacts and economic activity, jobs22

and tax base, it's the transparency and the trust that23

are essential within a relationship that have been24

formed in our community.  We are fortunate in the City25
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of Monroe to have this kind of relationship with DTE1

Energy.  That's why, when it comes to these items2

identified and discussed here today as moderate3

impacts, I have ever confidence that they will be4

mitigated or addressed favorably to all concerned.  5

DTE has demonstrated that it's proactive6

in addressing issues, and that has been my experience7

as the Mayor and also before that in my career with8

Michigan State Police.  They communicate with elected9

officials and community leaders, and they are true to10

their word, as my relationship has been with them.11

I believe that this positive foundation12

exists because DTE isn't just a company that's doing13

business in our community, they are also part of our14

community and have been for many, many years.  Many of15

their employees live in the city of Monroe and the16

surrounding towns.  They have buy-in to what we do17

together.18

They are involved in our communities on a19

day-to-day basis as residents, as patrons of local20

businesses, as volunteers in our community charitable21

events, and volunteers on our boards and commissions22

throughout the region.  We see the men and women that23

work in DTE Monroe County plants and have personal24

connections to them as friends and neighbors, and I25
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think that inspires a great deal of confidence and a1

great deal of partnerships that have occurred over my2

years of relationship with them.3

I'd be remiss if I did not acknowledge a4

tremendous boost in the economic activity in our5

region we'll see if the license is approved and when6

the project commences.  We saw it in the construction7

of the operation of Fermi 2.  I expect we'll see the8

same thing with Fermi 3.  Individuals come to our9

community for work, and many of them will decide to10

stay here and live here, raise their families, and11

become part of our community, just as we've seen in12

the past, at the past operations at Fermi 2 and13

before.  14

So, in short, we welcome the project.  I15

thank you for this opportunity to be able to make16

these brief comments.  17

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next, we18

would like to hear from Dr. Donald A. Spencer, the19

superintendent of the Monroe County Intermediate20

School District.  21

DR. SPENCER:  Good afternoon.  My name is22

Donald Spencer.  It's S-P-E-N-C-E-R.  And I am the23

superintendent of the Monroe County Intermediate24

School District, and I'm also a resident of Monroe25
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County.  And I want to thank you for the opportunity1

to address you today.2

By way of background, the Monroe County3

ISD is a regional educational services agency,4

providing services to nine constituent public school5

districts, two charter schools, and 14 non-public6

schools.  The district serves as the link between7

local districts and the Michigan Department of8

Education and provides specialized and costly services9

that local districts find impractical to provide on an10

individual basis.  11

In addition to special education services12

provided in students' home districts, the ISD operates13

the Monroe County Educational Center for children with14

moderate to severe developmental disabilities; the15

Monroe County Transition Center for secondary students16

with disabilities to develop their personal living and17

employability skills in real-life settings; the Monroe18

County Hearing Impaired Program which is housed at Ida19

Public Schools and holiday camp, which is a summer20

program that offers enrichment and respite activities21

for students.  22

The Monroe County ISD also operates the23

Monroe County Middle College, an early college program24

located on the campus of the Monroe County Community25
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College, educating students in grades 9 through 13.1

Students attending the middle college attend high2

school an additional year and graduate with a high3

school diploma and an associate's degree or up to 604

credit hours towards a bachelor's degree.5

First and foremost, I approach the matter6

of DTE Energy's plans for its Fermi complex from the7

perspective of educating Monroe County youth.  DTE8

Energy's presence, including Fermi, has provided9

resources to meet the needs of Monroe County students10

above and beyond those available to most counties.11

These resources are shared throughout our county12

schools and allow us to provide quality educational13

programs on an equitable basis.14

DTE Energy's involvement in this county in15

general and its contributions to education should not16

be understated.  The Monroe County Community College's17

new Career Tech Center is a significant new addition18

to this county's educational infrastructure.19

Supported, in part, by a generous grant from the DTE20

Energy Foundation, the CTC will help to prepare21

students for meaningful employment and advance the22

economic prosperity of Monroe County.  The Monroe23

County ISD and the Community College are working with24

area business community members to utilize this25
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facility for the benefit of our students.1

I support DTE's plan to possibly construct2

a new unit at Fermi because th approval will bode well3

for DTE's continued presence in Monroe County that4

offers the opportunity to improve the quality of life5

for Monroe County's families in the future.  I believe6

that Michigan and the United States will require7

multiple options to generate the electricity that8

we'll need in the future.  Nuclear energy will need to9

play a significant role.10

Having visited the Fermi complex and11

knowing many neighbors and friends among those who12

work at the plant, I am confident that nuclear energy13

will be an even more dependable, safe source of14

electricity in the future.  Thank you. 15

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next, we16

would like to hear from Dr. Kojo Quartey, President of17

the Monroe County Community College.  Please forgive18

me if I mispronounced your name, but I'm sure you'll19

enlighten us if I did. 20

DR. QUARTEY:  I'm sure that's the toughest21

name you'll encounter today.  My name is Kojo Quartey,22

so I've got to spell both first and last name.  First23

name is K-O-J-O, and the last name is Q-U-A-R-T-E-Y.24

So my name is Kojo Quartey, and I am the25
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President of Monroe County Community College, this1

wonderful college where you all sit today.  And I've2

been here for almost three months now, and it is my3

honor to welcome the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board4

to our campus today.  So thank you very much for being5

here.6

I think it's especially fitting for the7

Board to host these public meetings here because this8

institution itself has become a hub of nuclear energy-9

related educational activity.  And so as an educator,10

I've been in this business for over 30 years, I'd like11

to approach this from an educational perspective.12

Here at Monroe County Community College,13

successful candidates for an Associate of Applied14

Science degree with a specialization in nuclear15

engineering technology are prepared for entry-level16

employment as mechanical technicians; electrical17

technicians; and instrumentation and control, or I&C,18

technicians.  Those who go on for additional training19

will have opportunities as radiation protection20

technicians, non-licensed operators, and senior21

reactor operators.  22

When the college partnered with DTE Energy23

to develop and offer the Selective Nuclear Engineering24

Technology Program, it was decided that we would rise25
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to a level of national standards by participating in1

the Nuclear Energy Institution's Nuclear Uniform2

Curriculum Program, or the NUCP.  MCCC partnered with3

DTE to facilitate the transforming of graduates into4

nuclear energy industry utility training programs in5

accordance with the requirements of the Uniform6

Curriculum Guide for nuclear power plant technician,7

maintenance, and non-licensed operations personnel8

associate degree programs as developed by NEI.9

The College was recently granted authority10

to award the NUCP certification to students who11

complete the Nuclear Engineering Technology Program12

with a B average in all core content courses.  In13

2012, the curriculum was expanded to include14

additional courses: NUET 120 Radiation Protection and15

NUET 130 Plant Systems.  16

DT Energy personnel were instrumental and17

invaluable in working with us to develop the program18

to benefit not only our students but the entire19

industry.  Today, the program enlists 47 students and20

has graduated 12 students with an associate degree,21

three of whom were awarded the NUCP certification.22

Four to six additional students are expected to23

graduate in the spring, and all graduates are finding24

work in the nuclear and related industries.25
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It should be no surprise then that Monroe1

County Community College supports the development of2

a new unit at the Fermi complex.  I am also pleased to3

say that, as a hub of nuclear energy related activity,4

this institution is proud to be partnered with DTE to5

preserve the history of Fermi 1 through the displays6

of the artifacts in our new CTC, the new technology7

center that we have here on campus.8

From a broader perspective, Monroe County9

Community College sees nuclear energy as a clean10

energy source.  We do not agree that only conventional11

renewable energy technologies, like wind and solar,12

should be counted as clean energy sources.  I commend13

the ASLD for its contributions and involvement in the14

licensing process and hope that you find my comments15

today constructive.  Thank you very much for the16

opportunity.17

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Our next18

speaker will be Sandra Mull, the President of the19

Southern Wayne County Regional Chamber of Commerce.20

MS. MULL:  Good afternoon.  My name is21

Sandra Mull, and that's spelled M-U-L-L.  As you've22

heard, I'm the President of the Southern Wayne County23

Regional Chamber, and our organization is made up of,24

roughly, a thousand business members in 21 communities25
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that are north of, I'm sorry, are east of Washtenaw1

County, north of Monroe County, and south of Dearborn.2

The vast majority of our members are small businesses.3

I can estimate that 85 percent employ fewer than 1004

men and women.  Half have fewer than 25 employees.  5

Our Chamber's mission is to improve the6

overall business climate for its members through7

action that stimulates economic growth, interbusiness8

communication, and member education.  The proposed new9

unit at Fermi Power Plant  is nothing if not an10

opportunity for economic growth and improved business11

climate.  That's why the Chamber has long been a12

supporter of its development.13

The Southeast Michigan Council of14

Government, better known as SEMCOG, estimates that the15

region lost 210,000 manufacturing jobs between 200016

and 2009.  Worse, those losses had a ripple effect17

across the Michigan economy of three jobs for every18

manufacturing job that had disappeared.  19

From my perspective, when the recession20

hit, southern Wayne County was hit the hardest and is21

feeling it the longest of most regions in Michigan and22

throughout the country.  And only now are we beginning23

to see some signs in local hiring of improvement.  I'm24

not a Pollyanna, although there are those who would25
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disagree with that, but I don't think that the economy1

is fully recovered and we've turned the corner yet.2

But I feel certain that a new unit at Fermi would be3

a positive development and continue progress on this4

front.5

While the economic impact of a new reactor6

at Fermi complex is important, the Southern Wayne7

County Regional Chamber also strongly believes in the8

development of clean, affordable sources of energy.9

Nuclear energy, in our opinion, is among the very best10

options in that regard.  And I thank you for this11

opportunity.12

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next, we13

would like to hear from Michelle Dugan, the Executive14

Director of the Monroe County Chamber of Commerce.15

MS. DUGAN:  Good afternoon.  I'm Michelle16

Dugan with the Chamber of Commerce.  We're a business17

organization, and our mission is to stimulate economic18

growth and enhance the quality of life in Monroe19

County.  We support Fermi 3 and the project,20

basically, because it's all about jobs.  In our home21

state of Michigan, we're slowly recovering, as most of22

you know, from the economic downturn, and we very much23

welcome manufacturing jobs being rebuilt in the state24

of Michigan.25
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We recognize that a lot of jobs come to us1

directly through Detroit Edison and their current2

plant and, hopefully, future plant.  Thank you for3

your time. 4

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next, Tim5

Lake, President of the Monroe County Business6

Development Corporation. 7

MR. LAKE:  Good afternoon and thank you8

for this opportunity.  My name is Tim Lake, L-A-K-E,9

as in Superior.  Again, I am the President and CEO of10

the Monroe County Business Development Corporation,11

formerly known as the Monroe County Industrial12

Development Corporation.  You may guess from our name,13

we provide economic development services for Monroe14

County.  Our mission is job creation and capital15

investment.16

Monroe County has long been viewed as the17

crossroads for commerce and, for more than three18

decades, the BDC has been helping industries and19

business capitalize on the opportunities to locate and20

grow and expand their businesses here.  The proposed21

Fermi 3 unit is one such remarkable opportunity.22

I spoke here nearly two years ago now when23

the NRC was taking public comment on the draft24

Environmental Impact Statement concerning the proposed25
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new Fermi 3, and that document had it right.  The1

proposed new reactor's economic impact on our region2

cannot be discounted, nor dismissed.  If it's built,3

it's going to provide thousands of construction jobs.4

But as important, and this is very, very important,5

the power that it will provide is equally advantageous6

for economic impact in our area. 7

From my vantage point, working with the8

manufacturing communities and attracting new9

manufacturing to our area, and I agree with my two10

speakers that were ahead of me, we are not out of the11

doldrums yet.  Things are certainly better, but we're12

not there yet.  We need affordable, reliable power.13

We compete on a regular basis with other states and14

other corners of the world for new jobs for our area.15

Affordable power is certainly huge in that decision-16

making process.17

We already have some of our largest18

employers in Monroe County that rely on affordable19

power for their existence here.  To lose that would be20

catastrophic.  21

Stable electrical rates are critical.  And22

it's just interesting, I was just having a discussion23

with a couple of manufacturers who were saying the24

same thing: the stability of those rates are critical25
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to their business models.  So we need to continue with1

that.2

My personal belief is that nuclear power3

is one of the smartest things that we can be doing to4

prepare for our future.  My personal fear is that5

we're falling behind other countries developing6

nuclear power more aggressively than we are.  And,7

again, we're competing on a world platform anymore for8

new projects.9

So nuclear power is efficient and clean,10

and it just makes sense to have more of that in our11

electrical portfolio.  And it's not just Monroe County12

we're talking about, it's the state of Michigan.  So13

thank you for your time. 14

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next15

speaker is Vic Macks.16

MR. MACKS:  Good afternoon.  I'm Vic17

Macks, and that's M-A-C-K-S.  First name is V-I-C.18

I'm a member of Peace Action of Michigan, the Alliance19

to Halt Fermi 3, and Michigan Stop the Nuclear Bombs20

campaign, which acts in support of the Oak Ridge21

Environmental Peace Alliance.22

I deal with the prospect of another23

reactor producing additional radiation exposure, spent24

fuel rods, and other waste for which there is no25
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solution.  This includes the prospect of further1

normalizing manmade ionizing radiation into the2

biosphere, including the humane gene pool and the3

arrogance of moving forward with avoidance and denials4

of the consequences of major nuclear accidents,5

meltdowns, and explosions.  And one has to only think6

about the expanding tragedy in Daiichi and the major7

threat of the collapse of the number 4 cooling pool.8

All of this is on top of the burden of radionuclides9

loaded into the human family and the environment by10

the manufacture and explosion of atomic and thermal11

nuclear weapons and their legacy of high-level nuclear12

waste. 13

From the beginning, the U.S. has led the14

proliferation of nuclear weapons and reactors,15

subsidized the private nuclear industry with taxpayer16

dollars and loan guarantees, indemnified private17

reactor owners from catastrophic financial loss from18

catastrophic reactor malfunctions and explosions, and19

this would come through the Price-Anderson Act of20

1957, as amended in 2005, without which there would be21

no commercial nuclear reactors ever built.22

The U.S. has withheld information; misled23

the public; suppressed credible science on the effects24

of radiation on human health; avoided adequate25
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measurement of releases of radioactive doses and1

biological effects; avoided and marginalized the study2

of biological effects of manmade ionizing radiation;3

and blurred the inherent connection between nuclear4

weapons and nuclear power which are joined at the hip,5

spawning each other in ever-larger volumes of waste.6

The world's radiation standards were7

originally developed to allow exposure, rather than8

prevent it, and they conflate allowable with safe.9

The radiation generated by a single 1,000 megawatt10

nuclear reactor per unit year is on a scale of 1,00011

detonations of an atomic bomb like the one that12

destroyed Hiroshima.  13

The NRC does not acknowledge greater14

illness and morbidity of radioactive exposure with15

respect to women and children.  The NRC's statement of16

public radiation exposure is based on the assumption17

that the individual receiving the dose is a healthy18

25-year-old adult white male receiving only gamma rays19

and exempt from internalized alpha and beta particles20

which become permanent radiators when breathed in or21

ingested.  22

The NRC allows radiation levels to the23

public that it projects would result in one fatal24

cancer in every 286 men exposed over a lifetime to25
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gamma rays.  The National Academy of Sciences1

Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing2

Radiation calculates lifetime exposure to 1003

millirads of gamma rays, and, here again, excluding4

alpha and beta particles, produces one cancer in 1615

and one cancer death in 302 for males and one cancer6

in 98 and one cancer death in 201 for females.7

It is morally bankrupt to persist in8

exposing people to additional incidents of illness,9

morbidity, and genetic mutations, and to pretend that10

this is not happening.  We do not want Fermi 3.  It is11

deadly and the most expensive way to boil water.  We12

want conservation and energy production from solar,13

wind, and biomass.  Thank you very much. 14

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next, we'd15

like to hear from Richard F. Micka, Chairman of the16

International Wildlife Refuge Alliance.  17

MR. MICKA:  Richard Micka, M-I-C-K-A.18

Good afternoon, your Honor and fellow Board members.19

My wife and I live in the city of Monroe and have for20

many years.  I am also what some would call a civic21

booster.  I am a former hunter and an avid22

conservationist.  I have the great honor to serve as23

the Chairman of the International Wildlife Refuge24

Alliance, a Friends organization that helps the U.S.25
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Fish and Wildlife Service to deliver on the mission of1

the refuge.  I am here this afternoon offering my2

personal perspective.3

As a resident, I believe that, when it4

comes to electricity, we can't put all our eggs in one5

basket.  We need something more than coal, and I don't6

think that wind or hydro are going to be of sufficient7

help, certainly not here in the southeast corner of8

Michigan.  I firmly believe more energy, more nuclear9

energy needs to be added to Michigan's portfolio.10

I welcome your efforts in the licensing11

process.  As a civic booster, I have long observed and12

admired DTE Energy's involvement in Monroe County.  I13

have had the pleasure to work shoulder to shoulder14

with many men and women from the company.  And to a15

person, they are great examples of what good neighbors16

should be.17

As a conservationist, I have worked over18

the years with what I term the big four of local19

environmental stewardship: the U.S. Fish and Wildlife20

Service, Michigan Department of Natural Resources, the21

Huron-Clinton Metropolitan Authority and Metropark22

system, and the utilities.  DTE Energy and its23

involvement with the Wildlife Habitat Council is a24

great example of environmental stewardship.25
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Of course, DTE Energy was the first1

business partner within the Detroit River2

International Wildlife Refuge, entering into a3

cooperative management agreement with the U.S. Fish4

and Wildlife Service, enabling the service to protect5

and manage wildlife and fish populations on 656 acres6

at Fermi.  7

As to concerns expressed concerning the8

habitat of the eastern fox snake, I feel confident9

that DTE Energy has plans to address those concerns10

and will, in the fullness of time, implement those11

plans.  12

In closing, know that the environmental13

community also includes many individuals, like myself,14

avid or once avid hunters and anglers, and many like15

me see nuclear energy as a very feasible no-carbon16

option to meet our state's future energy needs.  17

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next18

person we'd like to hear from is Tom Stephens.19

MR. STEPHENS:  Good afternoon.  Tom20

Stephens, T-O-M, S-T-E-P-H-E-N-S.  I'm a resident of21

the city of Detroit.  I grew up down river in Trenton,22

about halfway between Monroe and where I currently23

live.  And I also was present for the hearings two24

years ago on the DEIS.25
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We have heard already from the Mayor of1

Monroe about economic benefits, transparency, and2

trust.  And we know that we are not talking about an3

actual proposal to build an actual plant that will4

ever actually provide any energy to anybody but simply5

a possible plant that will be built if DTE chooses to6

make that investment, if the NRC gives them the7

license to do so, and if they can figure out a way to8

finance it by making consumers pay up-front.  This is9

a very strange frame to me for transparency, economic10

benefits, and trust.11

It's clear and it's always been clear to12

me, as a person who's lived in this region for my13

entire life, that DTE has been much more successful in14

funding local government officials' pockets than the15

nuclear energy industry has been in providing safe and16

economic energy.  And that's been demonstrated once17

again today.18

In the real world, where we all wait with19

bated breath to see whether the second level 7 nuclear20

disaster in the world history in Japan will be21

unpacked sometime within the next month or two in an22

unprecedentedly dangerous deconstruction operation, we23

know this is a failed technology and a failed industry24

and a source of energy that will not be part of our25
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future, unless our future is incredibly short.  1

It's failed for three reasons,2

essentially.  It's failed because it's not safe for3

two reasons, and it's failed because it's not4

economical.  It's not safe because, as we see in5

Japan, as in Chernobyl, as in the Fermi 1 partial6

meltdown so many years ago, and at Three Mile Island,7

it can meltdown.  There's no way to make sure that8

these facilities will operate safely without9

accidents.  We were told that.  It was a lie.  We now10

know that it's not true.11

Even more pressing to me, personally, from12

my experience with this is the problem of storing the13

waste.  There is not and never will be a safe place to14

store the waste.  We haven't heard a word about that15

in support of it today, and we've had 50 years, 6016

years, 70 years since the very first nuclear chain17

reaction in Chicago, and there's still no place to put18

any of that waste and there never will be anything19

that you can store it for 100,000 years while it's20

still dangerous.  In fact, the one place where they've21

tried in Scandinavia, they're now running into the22

ethical and moral dilemma of, well, if they do bury,23

what do they do about telling people 90,000 years from24

now that it's dangerous?  Just hide it there and leave25
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it there for people?  And how would you communicate1

that?  2

So there's two reasons it's not safe, and3

there's a third reason it's not economical.  We've4

heard that it's safe, that it's cheap today.  I mean,5

that's ridiculous.  The whole history of the industry6

proves that.  This is the most expensive way to boil7

water, it's the most expensive way to provide base8

energy.  And I would note that any one of those three9

reasons that I've just given, by itself, would be10

enough to kill this industry.  With all three of them11

present, that's why we're seeing it dying.  12

That's why DTE, even today, isn't saying13

they're going to build this thing.  They're saying,14

well, maybe, if they can figure out a way to get us to15

pay for it.  They might if they can figure out a way16

to profit from it.17

Another reason why this is a problem is18

that there are alternative renewable energy sources19

and conservation that are cheaper and safer than20

building base load for nuclear power.  We had a brief21

reference a minute ago to carbon free.  It's not22

carbon-free.  The nuclear fuel cycle and the23

construction process are not carbon free at all.  Even24

if these massive new nuclear power facilities could25
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theoretically reduce carbon emissions, there's no way1

this many could be built in time to make the huge2

difference that's required, in light of our climate3

situation.  Note, as I said, DTE isn't even saying4

they're going to build this one.  In order to really5

affect the climate, we'd have to be building hundreds6

right now.  It's just not going to happen.  It's a7

false argument.  It's another lie.8

And even assuming that we could do it and9

it would make a difference, it would be the wrong10

thing to do because putting the resources into that11

kind of nuclear crash program would deprive resources12

from other and more appropriate and safer13

technologies: solar, wind, conservation, and different14

types of design and planning for our society that15

would make less energy necessary for us to live a16

decent life with dignity and safety.17

I think, finally, and I've alluded to it,18

but I want to point out that the nuclear energy19

industry and its proponents cumulatively have enormous20

credibility problems.  Everything they have said21

they're going to do, about what they're doing, has22

turned out to be wrong.  And I think that is always a23

crucial point in a trial, and I hope that you will24

keep an open mind in terms of the fact that when25
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people are challenging the safety reliability1

engineering of this, it's very clear that this2

industry has totally failed to put in the kind of3

reliability that we need for something of this4

magnitude.  Thank you. 5

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next, we'd6

like to hear from Ron Lankford.7

MR. LANKFORD:  Good afternoon, everybody.8

Well, I've heard a lot of stuff here.  To the9

gentleman on the end, I'm a graduate of Lawrence10

Institute, so you can understand I have a little11

engineering foresight.  12

When I attended the last public meeting13

here about the new nuclear plant, the statement about14

water consumption for this plant was revealed to be15

one-half percent of the volume of water drawn out of16

Lake Erie.  But since Lake Erie is not a contained17

body of water, all the remaining flow from Lakes18

Michigan, Huron, St. Claire, and their tributaries19

channel through the Detroit River.  This is a20

significantly higher water flow than a contained body21

of water.  And if this volume of water flow from the22

Detroit River was excluded in the stated 0.5 percent23

used, then the current Newport plant uses more water24

than expressed in the earlier public statement.25
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This becomes very important as the water1

flow restricted.  There is exactly such a proposal by2

the United States and Canadian governments upstream of3

the Detroit River and the Port Huron-St. Mary's River4

District.  5

In an effort to raise the lake levels of6

Lake Huron and Michigan, underwater gates are being7

proposed.  Although these gates are to be adjustable,8

their focus is upstream without regard to the cooling9

needs of the Newport Fermi Nuclear Plant or any dead10

zones created in Lake Erie.  For this matter, if the11

upper Great Lakes weather pattern is dryer than12

historically normal, the NRC will be allowing a13

nuclear plant to be built in a non-viable area due to14

the low lake levels caused by the use of flow gates.15

The western basis of Lake Erie is shallow.16

In a recently printed news report that says that algae17

blooms are on the rise, heating the water with a new18

nuclear plant and dropping the level of Lake Erie to19

accommodate problems in the upper lakes are going to20

create dead zones in the water and destroy commercial21

fishing and recreational uses in Lake Erie.  If you22

think about it, the fish can come in to spawn, they23

spawn.  As the water heats up, loses its oxygen, the24

new fry can't breathe.  It will wipe them out.  25
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More importantly, a barrier to aquatic1

migratory species to the Upper Great Lakes could occur2

if a dead zone is large enough.  The proposed power3

plant is also in the middle of a recently declared4

federal wildlife preserve area which extends to Maumee5

Bay in Ohio.  6

As the last Newport plant was built, there7

have been environmental changes such as zebra mussels8

and other invasive species.  The above flow gate9

proposal shows that within a year of the 20-year10

estimated projected completion date for the new power11

plant, a change can occur, making that power plant12

less viable.  13

The ideas that utilities have a territory14

is akin to franchising.  It makes little sense when15

all the power plants contribute to the same grid and16

programs like consumer choice exist, allowing17

customers to buy from power provides anywhere in the18

country.  Site selection should not be dependent on19

the territory of the power per provider.  20

DTE cannot survive without the ability to21

pass on financial failures to its customers.  Other22

non-utility businesses would be blamed for fiduciary23

irresponsibility, and their executives would face24

fines and prison time.  In fact, in San Diego,25
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California, the utility is seeking $800 million from1

its customers for the cost of a nuclear plant closed2

early due to equipment problems.  The proposed Newport3

plant can result in a similar potential loss of $20 to4

$24 billion if either the Canadian government reverses5

itself for the fishing industry or if the U.S.6

realizes the site is not viable to changing Lake Erie7

conditions and the microclimate created by a power8

plant.9

The power plants would be better served by10

getting -- the public's interest would be better11

served getting away from territories and requirements12

that a power plant be located in an applicant's home.13

Geographical evidence shows the western basin of Lake14

Erie is more shallow, more prone to algae problems,15

and more likely to recede in the event of a drought,16

that both Canadian and U.S. governments intend to17

restrict water flow into Lake Erie to raise the levels18

of the other Great Lakes.  An issuance of a permit to19

build a nuclear power plant at a future time would not20

take into account changes which occurred before the21

utility decides to go ahead with construction.  We've22

also seen the grandfather project, which otherwise23

could be denied by future developments.24

In listening to some of the earlier25
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speakers, there are a few things that could go either1

way.  There are nuclear fuels which burn up 97 percent2

and have three percent waste, but they aren't being3

used.  There are a few power plants designed with4

them.5

I have a different perspective on what6

some of the problems are.  You get that when you look7

out your dark windows during a power outage and, for8

three days, see lights on at the Fermi plant while9

your house is dark.  The problem wasn't generating the10

power.  It's getting the power to the people.11

There is also confusion today over an12

article last week which said that Fermi was13

considering the gas fire unit.  I don't know if it14

would be cheaper or if it would be safer, but then you15

interfere with the projects you have about educating16

people here at this college for technical jobs in the17

nuclear field where nuclear field may be declining18

instead of advancing as gas becomes more common.19

Did you know that Texas supplied 3620

percent of the oil consumed in the United States, and21

its production is supposed to go up about another 1022

percent by 2014 because they found an oil shale and23

gas deposit over 2100 square miles, the size of24

Vermont.  And it will be the second or third largest25
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oil producer in the world just out of Texas.1

There's no sustained economic benefit.2

Monroe is as poor as it's always been.  It's kind of3

like a swelling and contracting thing.  You have4

people coming in who are workers.  They might build5

houses.  And then there's a big vacuum when this work6

ends.  There's nothing lasting.  If you're in the7

area, you see that there are shopping malls that are8

deserted, the houses are deserted.  It's not only9

because a loss of jobs, but it's just that the area10

has been overbuilt.  I thank you.11

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next on12

our list is Ethyl Rivera.13

MS. RIVERA:  Good afternoon.  My name is14

Ethyl Rivera.  That's spelled E-T-H-Y-L.  The last15

name spelled R-I-V, as in Victor, E-R-A.  Thank you16

for the opportunity to speak to you today.  17

Today, we are witnessing the early stages18

of the collapse of the atomic energy industry, albeit19

faster in other parts of the world than here in this20

country where the shutdowns of five reactors this year21

alone were announced, the most in one year ever, as22

well as the cancellation of five planned power23

upgrades.  24

These are but early signals that the25
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downsizing of nuclear power for the production of1

electricity is happening, yet the convening of this2

body here this week speaks of the continuing3

relentless refusal by Detroit Edison Electric Company4

to acknowledge what others are realizing or have5

accepted.  It is an example of DTE's irresponsible6

disregard for the risks it has imposed in the past and7

the risks it proposes for the future health, safety,8

and economic well being of Michigan citizens and those9

in the region.  10

That it persists in burdening the11

taxpayers and rate payers with an unending financial12

liability for another unneeded reactor while pushing13

the decommissioning costs of the failed Fermi 1 on its14

rate payers, many of whom were never consumers or even15

alive at the time of that failed experiment, reeks of16

economic injustice on a grand scale.  17

It also reflects a refusal to acknowledge18

that the goal of a nuclear-free, carbon-free energy19

system is not only seen as attainable by mid-century20

but that numerous other countries are, indeed, on the21

path to that reality and are experiencing that it is22

not only feasible, both economically and reliability23

wise, but it is helping to reduce the growing tons of24

dangerous nuclear waste, waste which is the real end25
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product of the nuclear energy industry.1

The fact that the deadly radioactive waste2

that Fermi 3 would create have no place to go should3

be reason enough for the cancellation of Fermi 3 and4

all new reactors on the drawing board.  The5

compounding of risks of major accidents with two6

reactors operating side by side, next to the failed7

Fermi 1 decommissioning site, are apparently of no8

concern to DTE, as are operational releases of9

radioactivity into the environment.  10

The impacts on our air, land, and water11

have been watered down in the Environmental Impact12

Statements.  The precious Great Lakes, which contains13

almost 80 percent of our nation's fresh water supply14

and of which tens of millions of people depend for15

their drinking water, is used to satisfy the huge16

thirst for water from Lake Erie to help keep the17

reactors cool.18

The discharges of toxic heated water into19

the shallower waters of Lake Erie, which has suffered20

from the thermal pollution of Fermi 2 and other power21

plants on its shores, the assaults on its health from22

biocides, cleaning chemicals, heavy metals, and even23

fossil fuels in Fermi 3 operations would be24

catastrophic to its fragile ecosystem, which is25
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already facing major lake level loss, huge algae1

blooms that are affecting the water's health, and the2

current and future expected warming from climate3

change.4

It is essential that the withdrawal and5

use of millions of gallons of water from Lake Erie6

each day be reduced, not increased.  There are safer,7

cleaner, cheaper, more reliable and sustainable8

methods by which electricity can and is being9

produced.  To continue to boil water for the10

production of electricity using the most dangerous,11

dirty, destructive, and waste-producing process on12

earth while burdening the public with an almost13

insurmountable legacy of debt, depriving employment14

for thousands of unemployed in clean sustainable15

energy, all the while poisoning our environment, is16

not only irresponsible but immoral.  17

DTE uses a catchy marketing phrase in its18

current ads, "Know your own power."  Well, many of us19

here in Michigan do know our own power.  And I speak20

today for many others who could not be here today to21

add their voice to the growing national opposition to22

the continuation of this, the greatest mistake of all23

mankind, and call on the NRC to not grant licensure24

for a Fermi 3 reactor.  It is not needed.  It is too25
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expensive.  It is too dangerous.  And we want a1

carbon-free, nuclear-free future for our children and2

future generations.  Thank you. 3

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next on4

our list is Jessie Collins. 5

MS. COLLINS:  Greetings.  My name is6

Jessie Pauline Collins, J-E-S-S-I-E, C-O-L-L-I-N-S.7

And I live about a dozen air miles from this site of8

the proposed reactor.9

My objections to the licensing of Fermi 310

are manyfold, but only two of my concerns will be11

heard at the hearings which start tomorrow.  One12

concern I'll call the legal contention is the failure13

of DTE Energy to provide quality assurance.  The other14

concern is the endangerment of the eastern fox snake.15

Since five minutes would not be enough to cover both16

contentions, my comments will be on the eastern fox17

snake.  18

I have read the documents that DTE used19

for their environmental review of this snake.  A study20

done for the Michigan Nature Conservancy by CA21

Weatherby on the eastern fox snake documented four22

main isolated populations in southeastern Michigan,23

two of which are in Monroe County on Lake Erie.  24

In Michigan, the eastern fox snake is25
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protected by the Michigan Endangered Species Act and1

is administered by the Michigan Department of Natural2

Resource Bureau of Fisheries, which plainly states it3

is unlawful to take an eastern fox snake from the4

wild.  Public land managers and the general public5

should be informed that this species is protected and6

should not be collected or harmed.  7

So one of the four isolated population8

areas of this species is in the way of an unnecessary9

proposed nuclear reactor.  Is the narrow view of this10

big money versus little snakes?  Or could we look at11

a larger picture and wonder if money can buy the right12

of DTE Energy to violate the laws of Michigan?  Is it13

possible that DTE employees could go on to the14

proposed site and kill every fox snake there just to15

get rid of a contention?16

People, I say to you today that the laws17

of this land must be obeyed by the wealthy, as well as18

by the poor.  I can't even imagine what would happen19

to me if I killed a fox snake.  20

I went to jail on Christmas Day 200421

because I walked on Fermi property after a guard stood22

aside to let me pass.  I couldn't believe the23

treatment and sentence I received from that.  The24

sentence include being barred from the George25
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Armstrong Custer statute.  Because I'm a Native1

American, how racist was that?  Maybe that experience2

gave me affinity for this little snake.  3

DTE has stated all will be well with the4

fox snake because they will monitor the mortality5

rates.  The injustice of it all. 6

A survey by JH Harding, "Amphibians and7

Reptiles of the Great Lakes Region," states, "Fox8

snake eggs are usually laid in late June or July and9

possibly into August, and hatching occurs from mid10

August to early October."  There seems no way to build11

this proposed reactor without killing off this12

species.13

Unfortunately, DTE's biological assessment14

in the final Environmental Impact Statement assessed15

the eastern massasauga rattlesnake, which hasn't been16

seen in the area, instead of our little snake in whose17

homeland they invade.  The final Environmental Impact18

Statement states the stated endangered reptile has19

been seen on the Fermi property several times in20

recent years and, yet, DTE conservation and monitoring21

plan calls for periodic monitoring of the eastern fox22

snake mortality during the operation period.  That's23

Section 5.3.1.4.24

DTE's plan is to flood some former25
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wetlands where the snake could live in peace.  How1

will they get there unless DTE breaks Michigan law and2

collects them?  3

As if killing off endangered species is an4

everyday event, the final Environmental Impact5

Statement says there appears to be no need for other6

terrestrial monitoring activities related to the7

operation of Fermi 3.  Because of the NRC authorized8

construction impact and pre-construction impact, both9

of them are listed as moderate because there's no way10

they can do anything without damaging this snake, no11

way to build or run a reactor without destroying it.12

However, there are several ways to produce electricity13

and let this species live.  14

The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board have15

a choice of decisions before them.  It seems the right16

choice would be for them to obey the existing Michigan17

laws and say that the fox snake must be protected by18

rich and poor citizens alike.  Or they can make the19

wrong choice and get around this existing law in favor20

of the money.  The choice will be put to each judge21

and their conscience.  The decision is something they22

have to live with.23

Thank you for allowing me to participate24

in democracy here today.  25
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CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next,1

Richard Meyer.  Correct me if I'm mispronouncing it.2

MR. MEYER:  My name is Richard Meyer, M-E-3

Y-E-R.  I have long experience in the nuclear business4

as part of a quality assurance and engineering at5

numerous plants and coal plants, as well.  I was6

considered Level 3 by the NRC, able to institute7

programs and train people to actually work those.  I8

also am a firm believer that the nuclear option is far9

better than any other that I have heard.10

There are some other types of nuclear11

processes that will be available in the future with12

new thorium, uranium.  Changes to all that will give13

us enough power for the next thousand years.  The14

government already owns about 100,000 tons of thorium.15

Thorium has been one of the controlled assets that we16

have.  Perhaps, that may come to pass sooner than17

people realize, saving us a lot of uranium and so18

forth.19

I have had quite an education.  I majored20

in chemistry at the University of Minnesota.  I had a21

couple of professors who were particularly brilliant.22

I was born in 1937, so, you see, I go back into the23

dark ages of this industry.  Dr. Paul O'Connor was an24

organic type, and he let it be known that American25
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lithium was distilling lithium into its two component1

isotopes: lithium-6 and lithium-7.  And I thought, oh,2

my God, what does that mean?  And I figured out that3

lithium was one of the secrets of the thermal nuclear4

process where we would use lithium deuteride in5

nuclear weapons.6

The Rosenbergs were executed because they7

drew a sketch that was made available to people who8

were enemies that indicated a shaped charge indicating9

a process of a compression of material to make it10

critical, super critical, so that it would explode.11

I have been to Prairie Island, Donald C. Cook, Fermi12

2.  There's one plant that was closed down in Madison,13

Indiana that they ran out of money at Indiana Power14

and Light.  And I was also selected to be an NPO15

representative to the Decatur plant in Clinton,16

Clinton plant in Decatur, Illinois.17

I have had the great good fortune to18

having camera permits in most of the places I've been,19

and I have been training people to follow checklists20

and know what they're looking at.  I've qualified for21

non-destructive testing.  And Prairie Island is one of22

those places that I found to be wonderfully managed.23

It was one of those places that the hard hats were24

color coded and striped, and it was on 317.21 acres25
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Indian reservation down on the Mississippi River.  1

The project manager that we had, I worked2

for LK Comstock, as I did here, as a consultant at3

Three Mile Island, two sessions after the accident.4

I had written procedures for radiological controls,5

and I wrote the chemical controls procedure for Three6

Mile Island and I had a great deal of respect and7

admiration from the people that I worked with there.8

So my whole life has been very technically oriented.9

Prior to that, I was drafted into the Army10

while I enlisted for an extra year and got electronics11

education and then missile guidance systems on Nike12

systems.  And subsequent to that, after I got out of13

the Army, I was put to work on a missile tracking14

ship, the USNS General H.H. Arnold, which was the most15

sophisticated radar probably ever built.  It was an16

integrated instrumentation ship that had six radars,17

C, L, and X band, that fired interlaced 30 microsecond18

wide pulses that were compressed after the receiver19

got them and was the thing that gave us the20

evaluations for our missiles and for the Russian ones,21

as well.  I was on the project that tracked the first22

Russian reentry vehicle out in the Pacific, and I was23

at the very beginning.  I was on the ship when it24

tracked its first one, and we got more data than the25
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rest of the range put together.  I'm very proud of my1

career.  Thank you. 2

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next is3

Robert Gordon.  4

MR. GORDON:  Hello, and thank you,5

everybody.  I'm Robert Gordon, G-O-R-D-O-N.  What have6

we heard today?  I harken back to about a year ago7

when on television we were seeing advertisement after8

advertisement.  The State of Michigan could not afford9

to spend $13 billion to get 25 percent of our energy10

from renewable fuels.  That was the Proposal 3 that11

was turned down by the people a year ago.12

Here we are, a nuclear facility that's13

designed to provide about 10 percent of Michigan's14

energy that will cost about $20 billion.  This just15

doesn't add up.  A hundred and twenty dollars per16

megawatt hour for nuclear?  Our Public Service17

Commission told us October 23rd that wind right now18

costs between $45 and $60 a megawatt hour, natural gas19

costs $70 a megawatt hour, energy efficiency costs $2020

a megawatt hour.  Detroit Edison has no business21

creating a 50-year pattern of the people of Michigan22

being forced to pay for $120 per megawatt hour energy.23

Thank you so much.24

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next and,25
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at least currently last, is Mr. Mark Farris.  I should1

note while he's coming up we do have time, so if2

there's anybody who I've either skipped or didn't3

register but would like to speak, we will have an4

opportunity after Mr. Farris has concluded.5

MR. FARRIS:  My name is Mark Farris, F-A-6

R-R-I-S.  All the pro nuclear people we've heard from,7

obviously, are speaking from the angle of economics,8

and jobs is one of the issues that's being touted.9

However, this is kind of shortsighted, in my opinion,10

because, as has already been said, these jobs are11

going to be temporary.  And not only that, but, my12

gosh, a nuclear plant is going to generate electricity13

for what?  Forty years?  Fifty maybe.  And the waste14

is going to be deadly.  In relation to our brief15

lives, it's going to be deadly forever.16

The decommissioning issue is something17

that everybody really needs to consider.  You know,18

obviously, the waste issue is a major problem.  And19

when you're talking waste, we have to look at the20

reactor cores.  The cores are, over that 40 or 5021

years, bombarded and they are highly irradiated.  And22

you look at, like, the first decommissioning in the23

nuclear industry was a shipping port reactor.  It was24

a tiny reactor, and I think it cost something like25
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$100 million to decommission that.1

So you got to consider that, down the road2

here, the majority of nuclear plants are probably all3

going to be coming to the end of their life spans, all4

within about a decade period, and this is going to be5

a financial catastrophe for this country.  We're6

talking, you know, billions of dollars to decommission7

one of these large reactors.8

Going back to the waste here, the storage9

of high-level waste on the shore of Lake Erie, I mean,10

this is insane.  You know, this is probably the11

greatest body of fresh water on this side of the12

plant, and to be storing radioactive waste here, this13

is insane.  14

And, you know, in regards to alternative15

energy, they never were really given an opportunity to16

thrive because of the corporate welfare that has17

wrapped itself around the nuclear industry.  The18

nuclear industry has only been subsidized to the tune19

of about $500 billion since its inception in the 50s.20

How about throwing some billions of dollars into these21

alternatives?  Nanotechnology, some of this stuff has22

taken off, and this needs to be looked at.  23

Anyway, nuclear energy is a catastrophe,24

and it's a dead-end street.  Thank you very much.25
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CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  As I1

mentioned, we do have some time.  We were planning to2

go until 3:00, so if there's anybody that wants to3

speak that hasn't, now is your chance or forever hold4

your peace.  Any takers?  Yes, please come up.  Be5

sure and give your name since we don't have you on our6

list.  7

MR. BAGWELL:  Good afternoon.  My name is8

Charles Bagwell, B-A-G-W-E-L-L.  I'm a retiree from9

DTE Energy after 35 years of operating their nuclear10

and fossil plants.  I retired a few years back to form11

my own company to do energy research, and I was not12

prepared for this, to do this today.  But since you13

had some time and I had a couple of thoughts that I'd14

like to pass along concerning the previous gentleman15

mentioned thorium energy.  Thorium is a new source of16

energy.  There are no thorium energy power plants in17

operation in the United States and barely in the world18

because of about 40 years ago Oak Ridge National19

Laboratory built and tested and ran a thorium reactor20

for over 20,000 hours and, at the same time, developed21

a pressurized water reactor and the boiling water22

reactor.  And when it came time for more money to be23

put into the reactor, because the thorium reactor24

could not be, its fuel could not be used for nuclear25
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weapons, it was shelved.1

And here we are 40, almost 50 years later,2

trying to satisfy the energy needs of everyone.  We3

all like our microwave ovens, and we're not going to4

get there with windmills and solar and biomass.5

There's no way that it's sustainable.  The only way is6

nuclear.  And in my opinion, thorium is the way to go.7

And I've briefly mentioned this with DTE Energy reps.8

I plan on, in the future, mentioning it, as well.  But9

if you would go to my website, zerwellenergy.com,10

that's Z-E-R-W-E-L-L Energy dot com, you can read all11

about thorium power.  There's literally thousands of12

engineers and companies worldwide that are working at13

developing this and bringing it onboard.  14

And the best thing about thorium, it can15

use the waste spent fuel from the present reactors16

that are in the fuel pools.  It can use and make it17

disappear, turn it into electricity.  Ninety-seven18

percent of it can be used and turned into electricity,19

and you only have three percent left to dispose of.20

So thank you. 21

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Anyone22

else?  Very well.  Thank you for your attendance here23

today.  I should note we will be having another public24

session at 7:00 this evening, same place.  And, of25
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course, if you decide you want to speak and haven't1

spoken here and would like to speak in the evening2

session, as long as you're not a party to the case,3

we'd be glad to hear from you.4

Otherwise, we'll adjourn this session and5

thank you again for your attendance.  6

(Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off7

the record at 2:20 p.m. and went back on8

the record at 7:00 p.m.)9

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Good evening.  My name10

is Ron Spritzer.  I am an administrative judge with11

the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board for this case.12

I'm also Chairman of this board.  We are here in the13

case of Detroit Edison Company, particularly the14

application for a combined license for Fermi Nuclear15

Power Plant Unit 3, which is NRC docket number 52-033-16

COL.  And we are holding tonight a Limited Appearance17

Session.  That is a session which we hold typically in18

situations like this.  Where we're about to hold an19

evidentiary hearing, we also hold a Limited Appearance20

Session which is for the purpose of allowing members21

of the public who are not parties to the case to state22

their views on the issue that we are about to have a23

hearing on.  24

The views expressed tonight don't25
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constitute evidence in the case.  The evidence will1

start tomorrow morning and continue probably through2

Thursday and on into Friday.  But we do, nevertheless,3

consider the views expressed here, and they can4

provide suggestions for the Board in terms of5

questions we do ask during the hearing.6

As I said, we will be conducting an7

evidentiary hearing tomorrow downtown at the8

courthouse at 125 East Monroe Street.  It's in a room9

on the first floor I believe known as the board10

meeting room.  There should be, if you're interested11

in coming, the guards, security guards there should be12

easily able to direct you to where we'll be.13

Unlike this session, that is not a public14

participation session.  The only participation that15

will be permitted at that proceeding is by the parties16

to the case and their representatives.17

The issues we will be hearing, there are18

essentially two issues.  One deals with the question19

whether the Environmental Impact Statement that has20

been prepared for the application for the Fermi 3,21

proposed Fermi 3 plant adequately assesses impact of22

the project on a species known as the eastern fox23

snake and mitigation alternatives to prevent harm to24

that species, which is listed as threatened under25
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Michigan law. 1

The second issue deals with quality2

assurance, whether appropriate quality assurance3

procedures were followed in the preparation of the4

combined license application and, if not, whether5

adequate measures have been taken so that the NRC6

staff can reasonably rely on the information, the7

safety-related information presented in the8

application.9

Before I proceed further, let me ask my10

fellow judges to introduce themselves, beginning on my11

right. 12

JUDGE BARATTA:  My name is Anthony13

Baratta.  I'm the Associate Chief Judge with the14

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.  I have a PhD and15

45 years experience in nuclear engineering, including16

ten years with the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.17

JUDGE CHARBENEAU:  My name is Randall18

Charbeneau.  I'm a part-time administrative judge for19

the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.  I was born and20

raised in Ann Arbor, have a civil engineering degree21

from the University of Michigan, and other degrees22

from Oregon State University and Stanford University.23

Since 1978, I've been on the faculty in civil and24

environmental engineering at the University of Texas25
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in Austin.  1

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  And as I said, my name2

is Ron Spritzer.  I'm an attorney.  I'm the one member3

of the panel who is an attorney, and, after graduation4

from law school, I spent most of my legal career in5

the Justice Department in the Environment and Natural6

Resources Division.  I joined the Atomic Safety and7

Licensing Board panel approximately, a little more8

than five years ago, and I've been involved in this9

case since 2009, I believe.10

Also with us, we have one of our law11

clerks here in the front, Onika Williams and Matt12

Zogby, who I suspect is manning the desk outside.  One13

of their functions here tonight will be, we want to14

limit everyone to approximately five minutes.  We15

don't appear to have a full list of speakers, so we16

won't be extraordinarily strict with you, but we would17

like to limit the time to approximately five minutes.18

And they will be holding up signs, I believe, at three19

minutes, one minute, and then a stop sign if you're20

still talking at that point.  So when you see the stop21

sign, that is a general indication that it would be a22

good time to stop.23

Finally, we also have a court reporter24

over in the corner there.  You may or may not be able25
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to see him, depending on where you're located, but he1

will actually be preparing a written transcript of2

this hearing so that we will have the ability to refer3

back to what everyone has told us here tonight later4

on after the hearing is concluded.  5

I'd like to thank the Monroe County6

Community College for making this excellent facility7

available to us.  As you probably know, the NRC does8

not have an office here in Monroe or in the local9

area, so we depend on facilities such as this to be10

able to hold our hearings.  And we're grateful to have11

this excellent facility to be able to use that today.12

Let me say a few words of what the Atomic13

Safety and Licensing Board is.  We are a group of14

independent judges.  We are employees of the Nuclear15

Regulatory Commission, but we are not part of the16

NRC's regular staff.  Our role is to fulfill the17

agency's duty to provide a hearing before independent18

judges for those people who want to challenge aspects19

of applications for licenses that have been filed with20

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, as well as certain21

other types of proceedings that we also hear, like22

challenges to agency enforcement actions.23

In terms of the rules for speaking24

tonight, I already mentioned the time limit of five25
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minutes.  If anybody still has a cell phone or other1

electronic device on, please turn it off.  Out of2

respect to our host, there's no food or drink3

permitted in here, although we do have water bottles4

to keep our throats functioning up here.  5

In terms of the order of speakers, I6

think, as I said, we have room for everybody who's7

registered or pre-registered, as well as those who8

signed up at the door.  And we may, if time permits,9

allow anybody who hasn't registered yet to speak at10

the end.11

When you do come up to speak, please state12

your name and spell it for the benefit of the court13

reporter.  As far as questions, we're not really here14

to take questions.  We're here to listen to what you15

have to say.  It really wouldn't be appropriate for16

judges who are about to have an evidentiary hearing to17

get involved in a dialogue about the issues that we're18

going to be hearing about over the next three days. 19

By the same token, we won't be asking you20

questions.  That doesn't mean we're not interested in21

what you have to say, it just means we want to keep22

the proceeding moving along.23

Finally, in the, hopefully, unlikely event24

that anyone would need to use an emergency exit, you25
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can see where they're located, two down here and two1

at the top of the stairs.2

All right.  Unless my colleagues have3

anything further, we'll go ahead and get started with4

the statements.  Hearing nothing, let's begin.  As is5

our usual practice, we will first call the elected6

state representatives who are here today, and I'd like7

to begin with Representative Bill Lavoy, who I8

understand to be the local representative in the9

Michigan State House of Representatives.  10

REPRESENTATIVE LAVOY:  Good evening.  My11

name is Bill Lavoy, B-I-L-L, L-A-V-O-Y.  And first of12

all, I'd like to thank you for the opportunity to13

address you this evening.  As I stated, I'm Bill14

Lavoy, and I have the honor and privilege to represent15

the residents, families, and businesses of the 17th16

District in the Michigan House of Representatives.17

The proposed new reactor that is the18

subject of this week's proceeding is in my district.19

The current nuclear plant is there.  Perhaps this is20

the reason why I asked to be on the House Energy and21

Technology Committee, as well as other issues, but22

primarily because DTE has both a coal-fired plant and23

a nuclear plant in my district.24

As a member of that committee, I've had25
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the opportunity to tour both the Fermi complex and DT1

Energy's other major facility in my district, which I2

stated was the coal-fired mineral power plant.  I've3

had the opportunity to see firsthand DT Energy's4

efforts to generate reliable base load affordable5

electricity while keeping safety a top priority.6

As a lifelong resident of Monroe, I still7

have a family here, raised my family here.  I chose to8

stay.  I live within the ten-mile EPZ zone, have lived9

all my life.  I grew up with the people and the10

residents of the area that built Fermi 2.11

The company's contributions to the local12

economy in the form of employment, purchasing, and tax13

revenues to local units of government and school14

districts is phenomenal.  The proposed new unit at15

Fermi, if approved, will only enhance those16

contributions for years, if not decades, to come.  17

It's clear that Michigan's fleet of18

electric-generating plants, which is one of the oldest19

in the United States, will see changes in the years20

ahead.  With your approval and that of the Nuclear21

Regulatory Commission, I'm hopeful that a new reactor22

at the Fermi complex will one day become a part of the23

mix, becoming an important part of our approach to24

significantly reducing carbon emissions.25
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We're working on a few things with the1

renewable portfolio standard at the state level.  And2

I truly believe that, much like in Ohio, that nuclear3

energy should actually be included as an alternative4

form of energy and part of that possible percentage5

also.  6

I do like renewable energy also in the7

form of wind and solar.  And there have also been8

investments made in my district and in the area in9

those, in that realm also.10

And that's it, pretty much.  Thank you for11

your time and good luck with everything. 12

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next, we'd13

like to hear from Connie Carroll, who is the Executive14

Director of the United Way of Monroe County. 15

MS. CARROLL:  Good evening.  My name is16

Connie Carroll, C-A-R-R-O-L-L.  I'm sorry.  First name17

C-O-N-N-I-E, last name C-A-R-R-O-L-L.  Thank you.18

Good evening.19

As the Judge stated, my name is Connie20

Carroll.  I'm the Executive Director of the United Way21

of Monroe County.  It's my understanding that we're22

here today to offer comments about the impact a new23

nuclear energy plant will have on this community.24

I had the honor in late 2011 to address25
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your NRC colleagues concerning the draft Environment1

Impact Statement.  As Executive Director of the United2

Way of Monroe County, I felt then that it was3

important for me to comment on the proposed new4

reactor's impact on my county's economic environment.5

I still think it's important to be here.6

Looking around Monroe County, we see an7

environment of persistently high unemployment and8

economic deficiency.  While there's been some9

improvement since 2011, Michigan's unemployment rate10

over the past several months has ticked up, even as11

the national unemployment rate has edged lower.12

Clearly, we still have a long way to go in terms of13

our economic recovery.  It has had and continues to14

have sufficient effect on local support for the United15

Way and other philanthropic efforts in Monroe County.16

The latest statistics show us that 6817

percent, 68 percent of Monroe County's workforce works18

outside Monroe County.  For a number of years, that19

stayed pretty steady at 50 percent.  But over the last20

few years, it has definitely increased to the 68-21

percent mark.  With the increase of Monroe County22

residents leaving the county for work each day, it23

stands to reason that they are also taking their24

retail business and even their charitable giving out25
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of the community, as well.1

Against this backdrop, DTE Energy, the DTE2

Energy Foundation, and the company's employees are a3

continuing resource and support system for the4

economic growth and stability needed in Monroe County5

today.  DTE Energy continues to be the largest single6

employer in Monroe County.  The company and its7

employees are also the single largest charitable8

contributors in the community.  Not only do they9

contribute monetarily to the United Way of Monroe10

County and many other non-profit organizations, but11

they give freely of their volunteer services,12

everything from holding coat drives for needy children13

to working with the local community meals programs14

that feeds the hungry and homeless.15

Recently, a group of employees spent a16

whole day refreshing the outlook and in building17

improvements to two of our local women's shelters.  We18

are fortunate to have DTE Energy employees chairing19

our United Way campaign this year.  Molly Luempert-20

Coy, regional manager for DTE Energy, is our United21

Way campaign chair.  Her dedication, her drive, and22

enthusiasm have given new vitalization to the chair,23

and the entire company stands behinds her efforts.24

Monroe County is a better place to live because DTE25
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Energy and their employees are here.  1

On a recent tour of the Fermi, I was2

allowed to see all the safeguards in place at the3

current facility that we consider protection for our4

community.  I feel very comfortable that the community5

is protected.6

Personally, I live on the shores of Lake7

Erie, less than a mile from the Fermi.  I witness the8

abundance of wildlife that thrives in the area, and I9

have to tell you I am most impressed by the eagles I10

see regularly.  They prosper in the community, and11

it's great to know that DTE is supporting those12

efforts.13

The construction of a new reactor at the14

Fermi plant will most definitely and positively affect15

the economic environment of Monroe County.  It will16

mean new jobs for our community.  It will boost rental17

and retail income.  And I'm certain that it will have18

a positive impact on the local philanthropic outlook.19

As a representative of the non-profit20

sector, I endorse the construction of the proposed21

third unit at the Fermi Nuclear Power Plant.  Thank22

you very much.  Have a good evening.23

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next, we'd24

like to hear from Jerry Sobczak.  Hopefully, I25
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pronounced the name correctly.  1

MR. SOBCZAK:  Thank you for the2

opportunity to address you this evening.  My name is3

Jerry Sobczak, and I am the chairman of an4

organization called DTE Shareholders United.  It's an5

organization of more than 12,000 DT Energy6

shareholders.  And when you include the families, I7

actually speak for and represent about 25,0008

shareholders across the country.9

Our organization is committed to ensuring10

that the public policy proposals debated and enacted11

by the public officials treat customers, employees,12

and shareholders fairly, preserve the reliability of13

the energy delivery system, and protect Michigan's14

economic security.  The proposed Fermi 3 nuclear unit15

is a project that ultimately will address the latter16

two points, that is preserving the reliability of the17

electric service in the state of Michigan and18

enhancing our state economy.  19

We know from experience the benefits of20

nuclear power in terms of diversifying the company's21

generation portfolio and its impressive service22

performance.  As a Detroit Edison employee during the23

construction of Fermi 2, I also know firsthand the24

kind of economic impact that a project of this25
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magnitude can have on the local economy.1

DTE Shareholders United applauds the2

company for its foresight in planning for a new unit3

at the Fermi complex.  We encourage you, the members4

of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, to render5

decisions that will support DTE Energy's license6

application.  And thanks for the opportunity to7

address you. 8

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next, we'd9

like to hear from Tracy Oberleiter.10

MR. OBERLEITER:  Thank you.  That's T-R-A-11

C-Y, O-B-E-R-L-E-I-T-E-R.  Thank you.  Good evening.12

I'm Tracy Oberleiter.  I'm Chairman of the Monroe13

County Economic Development Corporation, as well as14

the Monroe County Chapter of Ducks Unlimited.  And15

thank you for the opportunity to be able to make16

comments this evening about this very important issue.17

My comments will be offered in two18

perspectives, one professionally and one actually19

personally.  Professionally, the Monroe County20

Economic Development Corporation is dedicated to21

promoting county-wide economic growth in employment22

stability to improve the quality of life for all23

people living and working here in Monroe County.  We24

do this by attracting and retaining business25
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development through effective partnerships with1

government units, business, industry, and, of course,2

labor.  There can be no doubt that the construction3

and operation of the proposed new unit at DTE Energy's4

Fermi complex will promote economic activity and5

employment on a scale that perhaps has never been seen6

such in an entire generation.  For that reason, the7

EDC very often and every opportunity gives local8

support to this project.9

Secondly, we recognize that we can only10

achieve our economic development objectives through11

effective partnerships.  In this regard, I can say12

with great confidence that there probably is no more13

effective partnership anywhere in Monroe County than14

the one we enjoy with the men and women of DTE Energy.15

Time and time again, the time, talent, and effort of16

DTE Energy's officers and employees have been17

leveraged in the ongoing effort to improve the quality18

of life here in Monroe County.19

Finally, on a personal level, I am an20

active and dedicated outdoorsman.  I have long been21

deeply involved in Ducks Unlimited and its efforts to22

conserve energy or conserve North American water foul23

habitat.  Monroe County and its Lake Erie wetlands are24

an important part of the Mississippi Flyway, providing25
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important migration, breeding, and wintering areas for1

many of the continent's water foul, including wood2

ducks, mallards, and canvasbacks.  DU has worked with3

a variety of partners to restore or enhance thousands4

of acres of wetlands in more than 30 counties across5

Michigan, all to maximize the amount of quality of6

nesting habitat and, more generally, the conditions7

for migrating water foul.8

I make these points because I know the9

focus tonight is on the fox snake, but their energy10

and their efforts towards water foul I'm sure will be11

exercised, as well, at preserving and enhancing the12

fox snake.  Monroe County is prominent on the list13

here, too.  DT Energy has been an instrumental partner14

with, just recently this past spring, completing,15

paying out a $100,000 pledge to Ducks Unlimited for16

wetland conservation projects. 17

In addition, Ducks Unlimited, along with18

DT Energy volunteers and Boy Scout representatives,19

just recently installed nesting boxes for the20

migrating wood ducks at the DTE Monroe Power Plant21

property.  Another installation project is scheduled22

for this spring.23

I just might add that when we make24

enhancements to wetland areas, the fox snakes enjoy25
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the same enhancement.  So with what they've been doing1

over the past few years, I venture to say there's2

probably more fox snakes there today than there ever3

has been.4

I'm especially supportive of DT Energy's5

plan to mitigate for the Fermi 3's temporary and6

permanent wetland project impacts.  It's important to7

protect, restore, and enhance a coastal wetland8

conservation area near the Monroe Power Plant and both9

sound and welcome.  When completed, we'll see more10

than 200 acres of continuous wetland habitat on the11

shores of Lake Erie, benefitting not just water foul12

but all other species, as well, including the fox13

snake.  14

I understand concerns have been raised15

about the eastern fox snake habitat.  I have no doubts16

whatsoever that those concerns will be addressed.  And17

I thank you for the opportunity to speak before you18

this evening.  19

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next,20

State Representative Dale Zorn.  I believe he's here21

tonight, just arrived. 22

REPRESENTATIVE ZORN:  Good evening.23

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Before you start, you24

may have missed my earlier request that you spell your25
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last name for the court reporter over there.1

REPRESENTATIVE ZORN:  Zorn, Z-O-R-N.  I'd2

like to thank you, too, for being here in Monroe3

County tonight to take comments from the residents.4

This issue is so important for them.  5

As a little background for myself, I have6

owned a business in Ida since 1978.  It was a family7

business.  I was on the Raisinville Township Board for8

10 years, Monroe County Board of Commissioners for 209

years.  And I'm most recently, for the past three10

years, I've been a House Rep representing the 56th11

District, which two years ago was in the area that12

Fermi is.  Since redistricting, the district has moved13

over.14

I'd also like to add that, for the past15

three years, I've sat on the Energy and Technology16

Committee for the House and also on the House Commerce17

Committee.  18

The term Monroe first is especially19

important in a context of this manner.  I hope that20

the Commission will give extra credence to the views21

and perspectives offered by residents of this region.22

My perspective is shaped by my experiences as Fermi 123

and Fermi 2 was built and operated.  They brought24

waves of investment, new development, and growth to25
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our community.  I have seen Detroit Edison, DT Energy,1

responsibly manage the construction operation of these2

plants.3

In the case of Fermi 1, I have also been4

witness to its decommissioning.  I witnessed DTE5

Energy's stewardship of both the Fermi complex and a6

Monroe power plant site and, at the same time, their7

leadership as stewards of our environment.  By virtue8

of my responsibilities as an elected official, I have9

been fortunate to be accorded special view of these10

facilities, and not only facilities here in Monroe11

County but I have lobbied Congress back in the early12

90s for high-level nuclear waste and I have toured the13

Yucca Mountain facility twice.14

Fermi 3 represents another very15

significant opportunity for Monroe County.  The16

statistics, estimates, and projections sited in the17

Environmental Impact Statement speak for themselves.18

An estimated 2900 peak period construction and skilled19

trade workers on the site, an estimated construction20

phase payroll of about $50 million, local purchasing21

of supplies and materials in excess of $50 million,22

and more than 800 workers employed in the plant once23

it goes into operation.  There is no doubt that the24

economic and community impacts associated with this25
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kind of activity can only be viewed as positive.1

But now let's look at policy.  From a2

policy perspective, there needs to be a strategy to3

meet Michigan's future demand for electricity, to4

reduce emissions from coal-fired plants, and to5

develop the state's renewable energy resources.  We6

know that because Michigan has one of the oldest power7

plant fleets in the country.  And with new and8

proposed environmental rules, some difficult decisions9

will have to be made.  10

Some older coal units will be retired here11

in Monroe County. Some new natural gas fire-generating12

plants may be able to be built.  None of that changes13

the fact that long-term base nuclear needs needs to be14

built to continue to provide electrical services to15

the residents of Southeast Michigan.  16

I hope that members of the Atomic Safety17

and Licensing Board deal quickly with the matters18

before it and, ultimately, move the license19

application past another important milestone in the20

review and approval process.  Thank you very much.21

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next, we'd22

like to hear from Floreine Mentel.  23

MS. MENTEL:  My name is Floreine Mentel,24

F-L-O-R-E-I-N-E, last name Mentel, M-E-N-T-E-L.  Good25
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evening, everyone.  I'm a former Monroe County1

Commissioner for 14 years.  Yes, I go back to Fermi 12

and when they had all the different workshops to know3

what was going to happen when Fermi 1 was first on the4

system and now this opportunity this evening to offer5

the perspective of a lifelong Monroe County resident6

and someone who has been involved in this community7

for decades.8

I support the DTE Energy's application for9

a combined license for a new nuclear unit at Fermi,10

despite the concerns expressed about the habitat of11

the eastern fox snake, which the State of Michigan12

lists as a threatened species.  It is my belief that13

not only are there no environmental impact reasons why14

the license application should not be promoted and15

approved, as you have already heard or will hear from16

conservative-minded individuals, DTE has demonstrated17

that it is committed to enlightened environmental18

stewardship.  They have demonstrated that they are19

good stewards of the environment through their20

involvement with the Detroit River International21

Wildlife Refuge and the attention they have devoted to22

their property and partnership with the Wildlife23

Habitat Council.24

The commitment to environmental25
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stewardship, I am told, will be extended to the1

preservation of the eastern fox snake habitat.  I can2

say with great certainty that if DTE Energy says they3

are going to do something, they do it.4

Apart from that concern, there are a5

multitude of reasons why a license should be issued.6

Very simply, the construction of a new unit at Fermi7

would be good for Monroe County.  I am thinking8

specifically and first to the great number of jobs9

that will be created and the economic activity that10

will be generated by the construction.  11

Second, it will provide much needed12

electricity for our homes, offices, and businesses.13

Because I am an optimist at heart, I know that14

Michigan's economy will turn around, and we will need15

the power produced by Fermi 3.  16

My confidence in nuclear power and DT17

Energy is built on my experiences taking school18

children on field trips to the plant in the years19

before 9/11, going to see things up close and getting20

to talk with their employees.  Additionally, in many21

years of involvement in the community, I am hard22

pressed to think of any significant endeavors that did23

not involve DTE Energy or its employees.  In fact, as24

chair of the Monroe County, Michigan week, I nominated25
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DTE Energy and Fermi 2 with the Minuteman and1

Corporate Citizenship Awards.  They are interested and2

active in the community.  DTE Energy is always there3

to help.4

In a relatively small town like Monroe,5

being described as a good neighbor is a high-valued6

compliment.  DT Energy is very, very, is a very, very7

good neighbor.  Thank you very much.  8

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Martha --9

I have to apologize if I'm mispronouncing it --10

Gruelle?  11

MS. GRUELLE:  Thank you for the12

opportunity to speak and apologies for the13

scratchiness of my voice.  My name is Martha Gruelle.14

I work for Wildlife Habitat Council as Director of the15

Huron-to-Erie Waterways for Wildlife Project.16

Wildlife Habitat Council is a 25-year-old coalition of17

companies and conservation groups that promotes and18

certifies wildlife habitat conservation on working19

lands through partnerships and education.20

We focus on voluntary action by companies21

to support biodiversity by providing and enhancing22

habitat for native species.  Wildlife Habitat Council23

is headquartered near Washington D.C. and works24

internationally.  My position is based in Detroit and25
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involves communications with corporate habitat1

programs on both sides of the international border in2

the Lake Huron-to-Lake Erie corridor.3

One of Wildlife Habitat Council's core4

activities is our certification of corporate efforts5

to manage parts of their property for use of native6

species and for nature education.  We call this7

Wildlife at Work certification.  Nearly 670 corporate8

habitat programs in 12 countries are now certified by9

Wildlife Habitat Council, including the existing10

program at DTE Energy's Fermi 2 nuclear power plant.11

That is how I'm acquainted with the history of land12

stewardship at Fermi 2, which is the context of my13

comments today.14

Wildlife Habitat Council's Wildlife at15

Work certification requires substantial documentation16

of valid voluntary habitat enhancement activities.17

DTE Energy's Fermi 2 plant has provided this18

documentation regularly since the year 2000.  Most19

recently, in 2011, the wildlife team at Fermi 220

achieved its fourth Wildlife at Work re-certification.21

As part of the ongoing wildlife program at22

Fermi, DTE employees currently maintain about 65023

acres of wildlife habitat, which includes forested24

lowlands, coastal wetlands, wood lots, open fields,25
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and quarry lakes.  All of the activities that1

contribute to Wildlife at Work certification are2

voluntary.  That is, these activities are not done to3

fulfill regulatory or legal requirements.  For4

instance, if DTE Energy is required to mitigate for5

habitat loss for the eastern fox snake or any other6

species, that mitigation work alone would not count7

toward a future Wildlife at Work re-certification.8

However, they may be able to convince our9

certification that they have gone above and beyond10

requirements.11

Wildlife Habitat Council programs are not12

just about habitat.  Each corporate program that is13

certified also includes community partnerships and14

elements of nature education.  Fermi's wildlife team15

has partnered with Scout troops, the local school16

system to use the habitats for education.  17

The Fermi team has worked with the18

National Audubon and with Michigan Department of19

Natural Resources for bird counts and pheasant20

releases and, as you have heard, also cooperates with21

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in maintaining much of22

their site as part of the Detroit River International23

Wildlife Refuge.24

If future construction reduces the size of25
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the site's habitat area, the program could still be1

eligible for Wildlife at Work certification as long as2

valid habitat enhancement activities are maintained.3

Concerning the habitat mitigation4

generally, I would observe that, while many mitigation5

projects do not match the value of the habitat lost,6

in some cases, restored habitats may be of higher7

quality to the target species than the original.  For8

instance, many existing wetland habitats are highly9

impacted by invasive plant species, such as the non-10

native strain of phragmites australis.  Phragmites, P-11

H-R-A-G-M-I-T-E-S, forms monotypic stands that are not12

habitable by many wetland species.  In restored13

wetlands, DT Energy potentially could detect and14

respond to invasions by phragmites quickly and more15

effectively than is possible where the plant is well16

established.17

So I will repeat that, through its18

Wildlife at Work program at Fermi 2, DTE Energy has19

shown long-term commitment to stewardship of natural20

areas on the company's properties.  And I thank you21

for your careful consideration of the application.22

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  Next, we23

would like to hear from Frank Miskena.  24

MR. MISKENA:  Thank you for the25
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opportunity.  My name is Frank Miskena.  I'm a retired1

colonel U.S. Army, and I participated in three wars.2

I don't think we need another nuclear3

reactor in our backyard here.  If DTE cares about the4

community, they can do some sort of alternative5

energy.  Also, I'm a veterinarian and I care about6

wildlife.  But we should care more about the human7

life if one of the reactors goes berserk, and the8

experience in Japan proves to all of us that nobody9

can do much when there is an earthquake, when there is10

issue with the nuclear.11

If DTE cares about the community, they12

should shift gears and maybe do alternative energy.13

Thank you. 14

CHAIRMAN SPRITZER:  Thank you.  That's the15

end of people who have registered either here or16

before today.  However, we do have time.  So if17

anybody else is interested in speaking, speak now or18

forever hold your peace, I guess.  19

Okay.  Hearing no takers, we will adjourn20

this session.  Thank you for your attendance, and I21

hope you have found it interesting and beneficial. 22

JUDGE CHARBENEAU:  Thank you. 23

(Whereupon, the foregoing matter was24

concluded at 7:39 p.m.)25


